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Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation:
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/fin-ops-core/fin-o
ps/get-started/advanced-filtering-query-options

NEW QUESTION: 2
Risk exposure is the:
A. Amount of damage to the project if the risk occurs.
B. Probability a risk will occur.
C. Funds set aside to contain the risk.
D. Amount of money the risk will cost if it occurs.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
HOTSPOT
Note: This question is part of a series of questions that use
the same scenario. For your convenience, the
scenario is repeated in each question. Each question presents a
different goal and answer choices, but the
text of the scenario is exactly the same in each question in
this series.
You are a database administrator for a company that has an
on-premises Microsoft SQL Server
environment and Microsoft Azure SQL Database instances. The
environment hosts several customer
databases, and each customer uses a dedicated instance. The
environments that you manage are shown
in the following table.
You need to configure auditing for WDWDB.
In the table below, identify the event type that you must audit
for each activity.
Hot Area:
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which Splunk configuration file is used to enable data
integrity checking?
A. global.conf
B. props.conf
C. indexes.conf

D. data_integrity.conf
Answer: C
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